The Attributes of Knowledge Worker as Prime Movers in Public Organizations
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Abstract

Civics Department in public sector of Malaysia has a major responsibility in ensuring that Malaysians instilled with the spirit of patriotism and moral values and aspirations of the nation for preparing Malaysia to achieve developed nation by 2020. With the goal to achieve its vision as a Leader of National Patriotism, a special task force known as Tenaga Penggerak (TP) has been created. This task force acts as a driver to achieve the mission by delivering excellence patriotism program through education, training, awareness and strategic partnerships. TP also have the objective to improve the knowledge and understanding of patriotism and statehood, government policies, current issues, and appreciation of moral values. TP also can be known as knowledge worker in this department based on its responsibilities and main critical success factor of every planned activities and to achieve the objective. This paper proposes positive approach to maintain the quality knowledge worker in Civics Department in instilling patriotism and statehood of Malaysian citizen.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the need for knowledge workers has affected the organization and people. People need to change from view of life that they still can survive as long as they work hard, onto the new view that they need to be knowledgeable and work smart to continue life. While, organizations need to ensure that their employees have sufficient knowledge by ensuring that the knowledge is always channelled, it is not hidden.

Knowledge is always embodied in a person; carried by a person; created, augmented, or improved by a person; applied by a person; taught and passed on by a person; used or misused by a person. The shift to the knowledge society therefore puts the person in the center [1-2].

As mentioned by Peter Drucker [3], Laili Hashim and Khairul Mizan Taib [4] that knowledge is being applied to knowledge itself. It is now fast becoming the one factor of production, sidelined both capital and labour.

While, Mlădková and Nový [5] record that knowledge workers are growing group of employees in both advanced and emerging economies. The major tool and resource of their work is knowledge. Due to its tacit dimension, knowledge is of intangible character. Knowledge work is done in heads of knowledge workers, it is nonlinear, difficult to capture. Even though knowledge workers are usually responsible professionals, wrong motivation can negatively influence their performance.

Laili b. Hashim and Khairul Mizan Taib⁴ mentioned that the emergence of the knowledge economy (K-economy) has a big impact on the nature of business. They were grouped the workers into four levels of skills which are as follows:

• Professional workers (skill level A): occupations for which a university degree (bachelor’s, master’s, or postgraduate level) is required
• Specialized technical workers (skill level B): occupations requiring two- three years of post-secondary education at a community college or technology institute; two - four years of apprenticeship training; or three to four years of secondary school and more than two years of on-the-job training, specialized training courses, or specific work experience
• Intermediate workers (skill level C): jobs requiring one to four years of secondary school education or up to two years of on-the-job training, specialized training courses, or specific work experience
• Unskilled workers (skill level D): up to two years of secondary.

Such employees are known as knowledge workers in that they “have high degrees of expertise, education, or experience, and the primary purpose of their jobs involves the creation, distribution or application of knowledge” [2,6].

Knowledge workers will also continue to decline if they are not properly monitored and managed. Thus, in order to maintain knowledge workers in the organization, various ways are needed. In this situation, a special management is required.

Knowledge workers literally own the means of production and carry knowledge, information, and “know-how” skills in their heads [7]. Thus, it shows that a very proper management is needed to retain knowledge workers.

If there is no proper management, it is not impossible that it will have an impact on the organization. For organizations that are dependent on financial gain, it may cause reducing sales and pur-
chases because of productions reduced or the services are unsatisfactory of customers. Meanwhile, profit-based organizations to service to clients such as government organizations will likely provide negative imagery such as the slowdown of services and thwart government objectives and policies. Retaining employees whose knowledge has high competitive value is becoming a critical and well-recognized challenge. [5, 8-12]. Educate the workers and deliver good motivation also is one of the ways to manage these knowledge workers. Davidson and Voss [13] stated that computers are fast, accurate but dumb; on the other hand, human are slow and sloppy but smart! Therefore Laili Hashim and Khairul Mizan Taib4 remind, it is very crucial to focus on the most critical element that is human which include the education and training for the knowledge worker. Robbins [14], Miiádková and Nový5 defines motivation as the willingness to exert high levels of effort toward organizational goals, conditioned by the effort’s ability to satisfy some individual need. This means that in order to achieve organizational target objectives, knowledge workers are needed and need to be managed as best as possible so that these valuable assets are not shift and exit of the organization.

2. Roles of Tenaga Penggerak (TP)

Tenaga Penggerak is an individual which is appointed to carry out the activities under the National Transformation Training (LTN) either as a speaker, religious interpreter, facilitator and part-time trainer. They are the one who had interpreter, facilitator and part-time trainer. They are the one who had knowledge and expertise which is related to any activities given to them to be handled. They also are the one who had contributed to the successful implementation of the National Transformation Training. They are the pulse of the department during handling the activities. This is because most of the activities of the National Transformation Program (PTN) is operated by the beginning of the passage brainstorming, sermon, Peningkatan Keilmuan Penjanaan Kesedaran (PKPK)/Group Discussion (PDK) and Physical Motion Activity [15]. Therefore, the Civics Department must always be make sure that the selected and entrusted TP to carry out activities of National Transformation Training (LTN) is composed of individuals who are knowledgeable, experienced and always try to increase the knowledge in their respective fields. Knowledge divided by two (2) which is explicit; the part of knowledge formally expressed through code, differs code based on character and sharing knowledge via ICT. While, tacit is partly and fully subconscious and develop through learning (practical) [5].

Remarkably, TP of Civics Department must dominate both of that knowledge; explicit and tacit. Due to these specialty, individuals who have been selected as TP are reliable and trusted to help the sector and nation to achieve the related goals and objectives. TP in Civics Department was not the person who are permanently work as the department’s staff. They have their own professional job but when they are selected or why they are selected, they have to know or already know a lots of thing or in other word knowledgeable. Especially about the government policies and general matters such as religion, patriotism, nationalism and current issues. Manual of Tenaga Penggerak Section [15] stated that diversity of knowledgeable TP are required because they have to:

- control activities (talks/lectures, PKPK, recreation) in National Transformation Program Training (PLTN) according to target groups.
- deliver detailed and factual information about current issues and government policies. They are one of the best medium to explain the issues that are not clear or explicit accusations.

- answer questions raised by participants regarding current issues or policies of the government that need to be clarified and explained at that time. Answering any participants’ questions/concerns during the PLTN in any topics such as religious, race, community and etc. is one of the roles of TP. Therefore, they are always combined in each activity or course with a multitude of fields and expertise according to target groups.

- to achieve government need which is to generate as much as the quality generations in various aspects. In each activities, they should applying the values of patriotism and moral values among participants because producing as many as civilized generation and as nation’s quality asset is also an objective of the Civics Department was established.

Tenaga Penggerak (TP) Management

TP has an important role to ensure the success of the activities of the National Transformation Training (LTN). Failure to select the appropriate and skilled TP, certainly affect the quality of National Transformation Training (LTN) as a whole. Thus the process of nomination, selection and appointment of utmost importance. Accurate and appropriate nominations by the sector’s headquarter and state will facilitate the adjustment process for the selection and appointment of TP by Tenaga Penggerak Section, Transformation and Patriotic Division.

The appointed TP should be enhanced of their level of skills to control activities and knowledge that are always relevant to current issues. Hopefully by providing this guidance, all the matters related to the TP can be implemented in an efficient and orderly manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Guidance for Tenaga Penggerak Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenaga Penggerak (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretariat of Tenaga Penggerak Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenaga Penggerak Coordinator (PPTP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenaga Penggerak Assistant Coordination Officer (PPTP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahabat Building Program (PMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recruitment Planning of Tenaga Penggerak (TP)

Selection of TP of Civics Department must go through several phases. They are not appointed as TP simply just fill out the form or through courses such as regular participants. They have to go through phases of screening in terms of academic requirements, then attended several special courses of general knowledge, which also tested in terms of discipline, self-confidence, understanding of the issues and government policy, nationalism, patriotism, ability to answer questions as well as control of the situation and how to handle specific groups.

There is special division in Civics Department to manage TP which is known as Tenaga Penggerak Section, Transformation and Patriotic Division. All the recruitment planning for speaker,
facilitator, religious interpreter and part-time trainer which is includes in TP group will be implemented by this division. The division has set several criteria for the selection of a person as TP of department. They are chosen based on the following criteria:

**Speaker/Religious Interpreter**
Those who are willing to be a speaker or/and religious interpreter of Civics Department should have presentation skill which is they can attract the audience according to the target groups in term of the way they perform their presentation with the high level of knowledge in given topic and how they answered the asked questions.

**Facilitator**
Facilitators were selected after specific screenings based on their communication skill. Communicating become an important criteria to be a facilitator in Civics Department. They also should have an ability to be a good listener because the listening skill is important to them to understanding their participants. Beside that, they also need to have the ability to understanding of any issues and must have a good level of knowledge. In addition, Civics Department facilitators need to have a great personality in terms of appearance, commitment to the success of the assignment and the level of self-discipline is very high.

**Program Coordinator**
After the vetting have been done, the Program Coordinator for each courses attended by potential facilitator, will write comments or notes about those candidates to be sent to Tenaga Penggerak Section, Transformation and Patriotic Division.

**Trainer**
Civics Department do not recruit the regular trainer to serve as trainer in National Transformation Training (LTN). Usually, the selected trainer was chosen not just because of their academic level only but also their experiences in the uniformed body such as an army and some of them have been involved as a comando. They also should have communication skill to interact with participants according to the target groups. They also must have another skill which is to handle physical activity.

Beside that, the physical fitness is important for the trainer. They must always be alert and more energetic than the participants. In addition, having the high level discipline and commitment also important in handling the activity. They also should show the good appearance style along the course.

The planning of the recruitment is not just about the criteria above. The Tenaga Penggerak Section, Transformation and Patriotic Division should be make sure the number of TP are enough based on the needs of implementation of the Annual National Transformation Training (LTN), for a program/seminar is set by the management and the necessity according to the training division/the state.

The selection of TP also needs to be through several phases of proposed and agreed upon by high-levels of management which is Director-General, Deputy of Director-General, Director of Division and State Director. The names of proposed candidates shall be sent to Tenaga Penggerak Section, Transformation and Patriotic Division. Details of proposed candidates shall contain the following:

i. Academic Qualifications
   a) Bachelor degree and above (speaker / facilitator)
   b) Diploma / certificate equivalent (religious interpreter only)
   c) SPM or Sergeant (trainer only)
ii. Attended National Transformation Training (if present)
iii. Involvement in the Civics Department programs
iv. Involvement in social activities and NGOs
v. Health level
vi. Recent job and experiences

**Problems and Challenges**
Laili Hashim and Khairul Mizan Taib stated that some failures of program are due to differences in background, insufficient infrastructure and facilities and also inadequate model.

**Differences in background**
Perception and acceptance vary depending on the background. TP has different backgrounds of educations and experiences, for example Lecturers, General Managers of organizations, business people, and high rank military. It possibility will create disagreements or difference in opinion and only mutually allow their own opinions to be very high. This situation will have the effect of carrying out activities smoothly.

**Infrastructure and facilities**
The Civics Department only has no more than 20 camps throughout Malaysia to implement regulated programs. Since there are many needs and demands of public and private organizations, educational institutions and associations to undergo courses / activities from this department, the existing facilities are insufficient to runs all the demands of programs.

**Inadequate model**
Civics Department still do not have any models to make it as a reference. For this time being, there are no other organizations or country that has this kind of modus operandi. Civics Department is the only one or in other word the pioneer of this type of knowledge worker management. This will make the department forced to use try and error solutions in order to achieve the objectives.

**De-motivation Factors**
Based to Veber [16], Mladkova and Novy mentioned that typical factors that work as negative motivation are wrong motivation tools, wrong managerial practices, missing managerial activities, disillusion, conflict between what managers says and what he does, lack of information, subjectivism, secretiveness, rumors, unclear order and tasks, unclear evaluation of work, bad working morals and unethical behavior of managers.

The only selected person can be a TP of the Civics Department. This means that they are indeed knowledgeable drivers to the department. But, some of them were not fully utilized by the organization which is only the same people or “teams” that were used for most of the courses and activities. Besides that, the low moral quality of some officers such as biased and negative feelings towards TP; prejudice, despised, misunderstood, are the contribution factors of this problems and challenges. It shows that Veber’s statement about the typical factors that work as negative motivation is correct.

3. **Suggested Approaches**

**Retention**
Nelson and McCann discussed that companies have generally adopted two types of retention or responses to combat employee turnover: proactive defensive measures that make the work environment more appealing, including increases in salaries and benefits, recognition programs, employee training, team initiatives, improving internal communications, etc., and reactive retaliatory approaches that increase the costs associated with leaving, including aggressive enforcement of non-compete clauses, threat of litigation, etc [12, 17].

When discussing about TP, it means that the discussion is refering to human factor. Humans are the object where they have feelings and it can be change just in a second. In order to make sure the retention of TP in Civics Department which is as one of
main factor to achieve the the objective and functions, there is several things should be considered and implemented.

In a survey, the retention of TP in Civics Department can be achieved if a relationship between TP themselves, and relationship between TP and officers and staff always be keep in good level for all the times. In order to make their relationship always in good, it can be achieved by improving internal communication between them. At the same time, it show that team orientation should be synchronized between each other who are in the same teams.

A culture that values interpersonal relationships and collaboration, a team orientation, and respect for people has been shown to result in longer tenure [18].

Even though TP already have their own career outside the Civics Department, the consolatory gift in kind as payment or allowances can be a factor of the retention of this knowledge worker in the department. So, the rate of the gift should be appropriate with the skills, knowledge and experiences they have and have been contributed.

Training in term of Training-of-Trainer (TOT), discussion or convention should be done frequently, so that the TP will always updated their knowledge. Frequently training will update them with the latest information and knowledge about the module. While, discussion and convention will avoid any prejudice to the any issues and better understand the real scenario and situation in order to better explain to target groups. It also will make them feel appreciated by the department itself.

Besides that, sharing knowledge between TP especially from the seniors of TP will make other TP especially the junior will always have additional knowledge. The management of the Civics Department and TP should have this team initiative so that the department will always no lacking of knowledgeable TP.

Sutherland [19], on the other hand, found that job satisfaction and organizational commitment did not predict knowledge worker employment duration, but other important factors did include high autonomy, career development opportunities, performance related rewards, and challenging work assignments.

The recognition programs which have done today should be continued and added in the future so that they will be feeling much appreciated as all the knowledge and experience delivered to participants organized by the department is not easy to get.

**Motivation Factors**

Mládková and Nový⁵ suggest that motivation factor is one of the factor for the success of an activities.

Studies show that TP will feel satisfied and happy when the goal of the activities or courses is reached. This is cause of by the factor of operation officer’s leadership. One of the factors of achievement in objective will be reached if the operation officer or known as Facilitator Chief can give clear instruction of the program’s objective and the tools to be used. Thereby, TP can performs the tasks smoothly and give the full effort to meet the objective.

Physically satisfaction such as facilities, foods and tools also can give a motivation to the TP. Besides that, mentally satisfaction by the officer in-charge, participants or clients can affect the motivation of this knowledge worker.

The officer’s in-charge for any Civics Department’s programs which need to use the TP skills and knowledge should know to distribute the appropriate tasks or module to the suitable TP. For example, for outdoor activities should be handled by the TP of physical activities.

It is important to motivate these knowledge workers by given them the freedom of will because they themselves have lots of experiences and knowledge about the programs and activities. It is means that, if they have positive requirement in implement the activities, it should be encouraged as long as the objective achieve.

**4. Conclusion**

The management of Tenaga Penggerak; the specialty knowledge workers, should know that these types of workers are highly committed to their profession, driven by accomplishment, sensitive about their freedom, sensitive on micro management and sensitive on how their manager treats them. So that, it is very encourage able that the management also keep sensitive to all the mentioned above.

To ensure the quality of services in Civics Department in term of achieving the objective of the activities and programs and to make sure they reached of the department’s vision and the government’s needs as stated in this studies, all parties in this department; Tenaga Penggerak, management and staff, need to work together because by having the only knowledgeable Tenaga Penggerak as a driving force without cooperation between all levels of employees will not provide efficient results.
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